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Abstract

An automatic true-false question answering system on meeting transcripts was

developed using a lexical similarity algorithm that includes n-grams matching and

lexical extensions. The main function of this system is to determine the true and

the false statement in a pair of complementary statements. These statements were

created using a well-defined methodology to capture facts of interest in a meetings

as the Browser Evaluation Test method, namely BET [1]. Our system represents

the first attempt at building an automatic meeting browser. First our algorithm

locates the passage in the transcript that is the most likely to contain the answer.

To do this, all the passages are compared with each other through passage scoring.

This passage scoring is calculated not only on the base of similar words between

the question and the passage, but also on taking into account the speakers of those

words. From the two passages found for the two questions in the pair, a question

is considered to be true if the score of its passage is higher than that of the other

question.

The performance of this system is evaluated by answering approximately two

hundred BET questions, which were constructed by independent observers, for two

meetings of the AMI Meeting Corpus [2]. The experimental results show that

around 58% of retrieved passages are correct while the chance of randomly guess-

ing one correct passage is less than 4%. The proportion of correct answers finally

achieved is around 61%. This result is better than that from answering true-false

questions by chance whose proportion of correct answers is only 50%. In addition,

the performance of the algorithm is also evaluated on transcripts that were gener-

ated by Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) , as well as on meeting summaries

based on ASR transcripts. These transcripts are noisier and the proportion of cor-

rect answers decreases for passage retrieval. The last evaluation is performed by

comparing BET scores obtained by human subjects with scores obtained by the

system for the same BET questions. The BET scores by human subjects were ob-

tained with the Transcript-based Query and Brower Interface (BET4TQB)[3]. A

comparative analysis shows that, in general, human subjects answer the questions

requiring a deduction better than the automatic question answering system does.

In conclusion, this system should be integrated with existing meeting browsers

as an assistant tool to help humans answer such type of questions by locating the

relevant passage rather than directly find the true or the false answer.

Keywords: Question Answering, Meeting Browser Evaluation, Passage Re-

trieval, BET questions, True-False Answering, N-gram Matching, Lexical Similar-

ity.
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Résumé

Un système automatique de réponse aux questions vrai-faux sur des transcriptions

de réunions a été développé grâce à un algorithme utilisant la similarité lexicale.

Cet algorithme inclut des extensions lexicales et n-grams. La fonction principale de

ce système est de déterminer quel énoncé est vrai et quel énoncé est faux dans une

paire de deux énoncés complémentaires. Ces énoncés ont été créés à l’aide d’une

méthodologie précisément définie, Browsers Evaluation Test [1], pour capturer les

faits d’intérêt dans une réunion. Notre système représente la première tentative

de construction d’un logiciel de navigation automatique pour les enregistrements

archivés des réunions. Tout d’abord notre algorithme situe un passage de la tran-

scription qui a le plus de chance de contenir des renseignements sur la question.

Pour cela, tous les passages sont comparés entre eux grâce à des scores qui sont

calculés non seulement sur la base des mots similaires entre la question et le pas-

sage, mais aussi en prenant en compte les locuteurs de ces mots. À partir des deux

passages trouvés pour les deux questions dans la paire, une question est considérée

comme vraie si le score de son passage correspondant est plus élevé que celui de

l’autre question.

La performance de ce système est évaluée en répondant à environ deux cent

questions BET qui ont été élaborées par des observateurs indépendants, pour

deux réunions du AMI Meeting Corpus [2]. Les résultats expérimentaux mon-

trent qu’environ 58% des passages récupérés sont corrects tandis que la chance

de deviner au hasard un passage correct est inférieure à 4%. La proportion de

réponses correctes à l’état final est d’environ 61%. Ce résultat est supérieur à celui

que l’on peut obtenir par choix au hasard, dont la proportion de réponses correctes

est seulement de 50%. En plus, le résultat de l’algorithme est aussi évalué sur les

transcriptions qui ont obtenues par un système de reconnaissance vocale (ASR,

Automatic Speech Recognition), aussi bien que dans les résumés de réunions basés

sur ces mêmes transcriptions. Ces transcriptions sont plus bruitées et la proportion

de réponses correctes diminue pour la phase de la récupération des passages perti-

nents. La dernière évaluation est effectuée en comparant les scores BET obtenus

par des sujets humains avec ceux obtenus par le système, pour les mêmes questions

BET. Les scores des humains sont obtenus grâce au navigateur BET4TQB [3]. Une

analyse comparative montre que, en règle générale, les humains répondent mieux

aux questions qui demandent une déduction que le système automatique ne le fait.

En conclusion, ce systéme pourrait être intégré aux logiciels existants de nav-

igateur des documents archivés de réunions comme un outil complémentaire pour

aider à trouver des réponses à des questions de ce type en localisant le passage

adéquat plutôt qu’en proposant directement de trouver la réponse vraie ou fausse.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

Meetings have become more and more essential in the workplace in order to

exchange information and to make decisions. It has recently become pos-

sible to save meeting information including videos, audio files, transcripts

and slides in multimedia archives of meeting recordings so that humans can

find relevant information from past meetings, for instance, using tools such as

meeting browsers [4]. A meeting browser can be defined as follows: A meeting

browser is a system that enables a user to navigate around an archive of meet-

ings, efficiently viewing and accessing the full multimodal content, based on

automatic annotation, structuring and indexing of those information streams

[5].

One approach to meeting browsing is to design general-purpose meeting

browsers that help users to locate the information that is searched for [6], for

instance, the meeting browser named Archivus at the University of Geneva

and at the EPFL [7], Ferret in Idiap Research Institute [8], Transcript-based

Query and Browsing Interface (TQB) at the University of Geneva [9], etc.

However, another possibility is to design browsers that locate information

automatically, for instance for verification (fact checking) purposes.
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1.2 Goal

The goal of this project is to design an automatic browser following a question-

answering approach, and to assess its performance on a set of pairs of true-

false statements, which have been initially used to evaluate human-directed

browsers.

In other words, the goal is to design and to implement a system that de-

termines automatically the true and the false statement in each pair based

on searching facts on meeting transcripts, to evaluate its performance over

a set of about two hundreds such pairs for two recorded meetings, and to

compare it with human subjects who used meeting browsers. A comparative

analysis of the system and the human scores on specific questions should indi-

cate whether or not system and humans have the same difficulties answering

such questions. This work will thus show whether such a system should be

developed as a fully automatic browser that gives an exact answer for user’s

question or only help users locate relevant information in meeting recordings

(thus, functioning as an assistant tool).

The pairs of true-false statements used for this system were created using a

well-defined methodology to capture facts related to a meeting for the Browser

Evaluation Test method, namely the BET questions [1]. The BET method

and the BET questions are presented in detail in the section 3.1.

1.3 Approach

Our proposed system is developed with a number of specific techniques that

are suitable for the nature of the data and of the task. It proceeds in three

stages as follows:

The first stage is the pre-processing of two input questions and of input

transcript for the purpose of transforming them into an uniform data.

10



Then the second stage aims at identifying separately the passage of the

transcript that is most likely to contain the answer for each question in a pair

using a lexical similarity algorithm. For this, all passages in the transcript are

compared with each other using passage scoring, which is a sum of scores of

matched words between the passage and a question. Regarding the matched

word score, it is computed based on a complex score of lexical similarity,

which is not only based on matched words but also on the speaker of these

words. This technique pays more attention to the features of a conversational

document as meeting transcripts that the speaker of an utterance is always

determined.

Finally, the third stage compares two BET questions in the pair based on

the two passages found for each question and hypothesizes that one statement

is true if the score of its corresponding passage is higher than that of the other

one. In case that they have the same scores, the distance among matched

words for each question is used to give the answer that the true statement

has the smaller distance.

1.4 Evaluation methods

The performance of this system is evaluated by answering about two hun-

dred BET questions related to two meeting transcripts named IB4010 and

IS1008c (see Chapter 3 for more details) from the AMI Meeting Corpus [2].

Furthermore, the performance of the algorithm is also evaluated on ASR tran-

scripts that were generated by Automatic Speech Recognition [10] as well as

on meeting summaries based on ASR transcripts.

The last evaluation is performed by comparing BET scores obtained by hu-

man subjects with scores obtained by the system for the same BET questions.

The BET scores by human subjects were obtained with the Transcript-based

Query and Brower Interface (BET4TQB)[3], . This task is to answer the ques-

11



tion whether the human subjects and the system have the same difficulties

answering such questions.

Based on these results, the evaluations should help to provide information

as to whether the system should be developed as a full automated system or

as only an assistant tool that helps humans answer such type of questions.

1.5 Structure of the report

This report contains 7 chapters. The first chapter is an introduction while the

rest of the report provides detailed information. Chapter 2 reviews a number

of available approaches that are widely applied in many question answering

systems. Chapter 3 presents a brief description of the BET method as well

as data used to test this system. Chapter 4 consists of three sections that

describe the three main stages of our approach as mentioned above. Chapter

5 describes an evaluation method using reference answers in order to assess

answers returned by the algorithm. Chapter 6 presents experiments on both

manual and automatic (ASR) meeting transcripts. Moreover, at the end of

chapter 6, we conduct a comparison and an evaluation of two specific areas:

(i) BET human results are compared with those of the system in order to

show limitations of an automatic answering as well as difficulties for both

human and machine; (ii) the system and its questions are used to measure

the quality of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) summaries. Finally, the

last chapter provides the main conclusions and suggests specific directions for

future research.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

A question answering system allows users to ask a question in natural lan-

guage and receive an exact and succinct answer in place of a list of docu-

ments that contain the answer [11, 12]. Since the first article that addressed

a textual question answering system by computer was presented by Simmons

(1965)[13], many systems have been developed and some of the approaches

have been widely used in a number of applications, for instance Okapi BM2

[14] that will be mentioned later. A typical question answering system is

showed in the Figure 2.1.

In a general question answering system, there are four major components

[12, 15–17]:

• Question analysis: There are two tasks in this component. First, ques-

tions in natural language asked by a user need to be converted into

queries that are needed by the subsequent parts of the system. The

queries created from user’s question contain terms likely to appear in

documents containning an answer, for instance for such question as

What is the capital of Vietnam?, the corresponding query is capital +

vietnam. Second, the expected answer type for this question is detected

in this stage so that it helps to narrow the space of searched answers.

For example, questions with When always relate to time, thus those

13



Figure 2.1: A typical Question Answering Architecture

terms concerning time are expected such as date, hour, etc. .

• Document retrieval: This task is to retrieve documents from the cor-

pus that may be taken from Internet by a search engine or archived

documents likely to contain answers to the query.

• Passage retrieval: A passage can be simply defined as a sequence of

words regardless of individual sentences or paragraphs. Some text-based

information retrieval systems define a passage as a fixed-length block

of words. [18]. Passage retrieval algorithms take a document and a

question and try to return a list of passages from the document that

are most likely to contain the answer information. For this, all passages

are compared with each other using passage scoring. In text-based

question answering system, the score of a passage is based on the score

of its words with respect to question words. The score of a question

word found in a passage is calculated based on the definition of this

word and/or relations of this word with other words in the text [16].
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• Answer extraction: Based on the question analysis and retrieved pas-

sages, the system extracts phrase/phrases representing an answer.

We are only interested in the passage retrieval stage and not in the doc-

ument retrieval, the question analysis nor in the answer extraction. It is

because we have already had documents as meeting transcripts and the type

of questions as the BET questions that are statements to be assessed. In

our case, the type of answers is simply true or false one bit for each ques-

tion. We do not need an answer as a short text extracted from the retrieved

passage in which we will still have to compare two answers in order to deter-

mine the true statement. Moreover, the answer extraction is a difficult task

and it can not avoid some errors. We would rather use the fully retrieved

passages in determining the true statement. Thus, the stage of answer ex-

traction is not suitable to develop in our system. For this reason, we will

present only state-of-the-art methods related to passage retrieval including

both traditional methods and modern methods.

Most passage retrieval algorithms calculate passage scoring based on words

from the passage that are found in the question, namely matched words.

However, the method of computing matched word score is different from each

algorithm.

The simplest algorithm for this approach was proposed by Light[19], in

which a passage score function counts the number of words from the question

found in the passage as the score for this passage. That means all words are

treated equally and are given the same importance. Many question answering

systems use this method as a baseline score to evaluate their performance.

To date, there are many passage retrieval methods that have been pre-

sented in the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) http://trec.nist.gov.

These methods can be classified into two groups. One group includes tra-

ditional methods and assigns scores to each matched words independently.

15
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That means there are no relations between two matched words. Another

group considers relations amongst matched words to assign scores to them.

For the first group, typical approaches use part-of-speech and/or frequen-

cies of a word in order to calculate a score. Meanwhile for the second group,

dependency relation among matched words in a phrase is computed to give

a score for this phrase instead of words. This makes the second group more

suitable to capture semantic properties than the first group.

Take SiteQ’s passage retrieval algorithm [20] as an example. In this system

a passage consists of some consecutive sentences segmented by punctuation

and passage score is calculated by summing the weights of individual sentence

in the passages. Each sentence is given a score by a formula that combines

both the part-of-speech method and the query term density method. The

weight of the matched words is assigned as follows: A proper noun (a com-

mon noun recognized by a capital letter) has a higher score than a verb,

an adjective and/or an adverb. The term density is defined as the distance

among matched words. If two sentences have the same number of matched

words the sentence with smaller distance will receive a higher score.

The main idea of using word frequencies is that if a word appears many

times in a current passage but only a few in other passages, its score in

the current passage is higher [21]. That means the importance of a word

increases proportionally due to the number of times this word is found in a

passage, but inversely to the number of times this word is found in the overall

document. The simplest method for this idea is the term frequency inverse

document frequency tf × idf . In which, the tf is the term frequency that

measures the importance of the term ti within the document di and idf is the

inverse document frequency that measures the importance of the term ti in

the whole collection of documents. The Okapi BM25 [14, 16, 22–24] presents

state-of-the-art method for assigning weights to matched words using word

frequencies. In fact, Okapi BM25 is a ranking function that is used to rank

16



matching documents according to their relevance to a given query. Thus, it

is often used in the Document Retrieval stage of question answering systems.

However, according to the Okapi BM25 presented in the TREC-4 [14], this

function is also used for passage determination and search. In addition, it is a

complex function which was developed from the function of term frequency-

inverse document frequency tf × idf [21].

More approaches in the second group consider dependency relation among

matched words, in which n-gram matching is the simplest case. The n-gram

method pays more attention to the order of matching words. Accordingly,

those in order are better. More specifically, this method is used to estimate

similarity between two strings by examining all n-word substring matchings

instead of word matchings [25]. Another simple method is to use word density

presented in the SiteQ’s algorithm above. A more complex method for these

approaches presented by Cui [26] uses a dependency tree to assign scores

to sentences. Given the reason that one sentence in English can be written

in different ways by exchanging position of words in the sentence without

changing its meaning. For instance, with the sentence John wrote a science

fiction book, it may be written in some different ways but the meaning will

remain unchanged. The different ways of writing the sentence include: 1)

A science fiction book was written by John; 2) John wrote a book of science

fiction; 3) A book of science fiction was written by John; and 4) John wrote

a science fiction book. These sentences can build a dependency tree that

represents correctly positioned word relations in the sentences, so that a given

query will be compared with this tree instead of one initial sentence.

In order to enhance the performance of question answering systems, lexical

extensions for queries are added such as stemming, lemma, synonyms [19],

[15],[17], [20].
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Chapter 3

Data description

Our system is designed for data with a specific format and type so that the

proposed algorithm can make use of them. In this chapter, two meeting tran-

scripts and questions for these two meetings will be described. An analysis of

this data, which gives the reasons for building our algorithm, is also presented.

The questions used to test the system were created by the BET method.

Thus, in order to have an overall view of this project as well as to understand

some features of the questions, we present a brief description of the BET

method and the BET question in the first part of the chapter.

3.1 The BET method

A method for meeting browser evaluation was originally proposed by Flynn,

M. and Wellner, P. [27] is the BET. This method evaluates a meeting browser

based on user performance rather than subjective judgment. According to

the BET, the act of browsing a meeting recording is an attempt to find a

maximum number of observations of interest in a minimum amount of time

[1], in which observations of interest are defined as interesting to the meeting

participants or to people who missed the meeting. Thus, the task of evaluating

of a meeting browser is to collect a set of observations of interest and then ask

18



human subjects to verify these observations as binary-choice test questions in

a fixed amount of time by using a meeting browser to access the meeting. A

good meeting browser will help human subjects find as many correct answers

as possible in a shortest amount of time. Information on human subjects

is collected as answer precision (known as effectiveness) and answer speed

(known as efficiency) and is used to evaluate the performance of the meeting

browser. In detail, an observation of interest is formed as a complementary

pair of statements, one true and one false about a fact related to a meeting

recording and human subjects are asked to determine which statement is true

and which statement is false in the pair. The answer precision is calculated

by dividing the number of correct answers over total answers. In terms of

the answering speed, it is computed as the average time required to answer

a question. Analyzing this information and comparing it among different

meeting browsers provides scores for the performance of a meeting browser.

This is a time-consuming method that requires investment in collecting,

preparing the observation and performing experiments with subjects. How-

ever, this observation collection is independent to browsers so that the col-

lected observations can be extended to be used for the evaluation of other

meeting browsers in the future. [3].

The stages of the BET method are presented in the Figure 3.1.

3.2 The BET Questions

The pairs of statements used for the BET method, called the BET questions,

are produced by a set of neutral observers, who independently watch selected

meetings from corpus. These observers are native English speakers from the

University of Sheffield. They are students, researchers and lecturers. The

observers have unlimited time and access to the full recordings from such

media sources as videos, audios, in parallel with paper printouts of the slides
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Figure 3.1: Stages in the design and execution of a BET
evaluation [4]

that participants worked on for the meeting. At first, an observer collects

a list of observations that are true statements about facts or events that

may interest meeting participants or people who missed the meeting. The

collected statements should not be easy to guess without using the meeting

information. Then, for each true statement, a false counterpart statement

is created so that a pair of complementary statements are generated. The

observations should be simple and concisely stated.

An interface for observation collection is presented in the Figure 3.2. As

seen in the Figure, there are three buttons Nearby, Around and Throughout

that indicate the position of information required to answer the question in

the transcript. One observation is marked as Nearby or Here if it is pertinent

to that particular moment; marked as Around if it covers at least a minute

of the meeting around the point the observers have selected; and marked as

Throughout if it broadly covers the whole meeting. However, in this system,

the questions whose type is Throughout are avoided because it is difficult to

determine relevant passages which contain information required to answer the
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questions using an automatic system. After that, the collected observations

are examined by experts to reject repeated or inappropriate ones.

Figure 3.2: Interface for observers

3.3 Data used to test the system

Meeting transcripts

Two meeting transcripts used to test the system were taken from the corpus

built by the AMI project [2]. Both of them are in English, involving four par-

ticipants, native or non-native English speakers. The first meeting, IB4010,

lasted 50 minutes in which managers of a movie club discussed how to select

the movie for the next show. In the second meeting, IS1008c, a team dis-

cussed the design of a remote control for 26 minutes. There are two versions

of the meeting transcripts, including manual and automatic ones.

Unnecessary information from the original transcripts from AMI Corpus

was eliminated such as time of utterances and notations of episodes. Con-

sequently, the most important information left in the two manual meeting
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transcripts is speaker name and utterances that are showed in the Tables 3.1

and 3.2.

In a conversational document such as a meeting transcript, information

about speakers plays an important role in answering the questions that verify

a statement with respect to the speaker of one/some utterances. That is

why in the proposed algorithm, in order to calculate passage scoring, we pay

more attention to the name of speakers in both questions and transcript. For

instance, score for a matched word as speaker name is the highest compared

to other matched words.

Table 3.1: Meeting transcript IB4010

Andrei Hi everyone.
Denis So I don’t know if you all received the the a- agenda for this meet-

ing. Do you no?
Mirek No, I haven’t.
Denis Here it is.
Mirek Thank you.
Agnes I haven’t.
Denis So um um the goal for today are um - We have two goals. Uh -

First is to decide a movie for uh the next projection for our movie
club.

Mirek Mm-hmm.
Andrei Mm-hmm.

Table 3.2: Meeting transcript IS1008c

Agnes Why was the plastic eliminated as a possible material?
Christine Because um it gets brittle, .. Cracks We want - we expect these um

uh these remote controls to be around for several hundred years.
Good expression.

Ed Good expression.
Christine I don’t know, speak for yourself, I’m planning to be around for a

while.
Agnes Although I think - $ I think with wood though you’d run into the

same types of problems, wouldn’t you? I mean, it chips, it- if you
drop it, uh it’s - I’m not Sure $

Sridhar So so you’re not convinced* about the the wood, yes.
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Questions

The BET questions were mentioned above. However, some information of the

questions used in this system is eliminated from full versions of original BET

questions, which consist of miscellaneous information such as observation

time, mediate time, important level, scope, etc. [1]. The system needs only

the true and the false statement in each question, which are considered as

input data to distinguish one from another. Examples of some pairs are in

the Tables 3.3 and 3.4.

For the two meetings IB4010 and IS1008c, 222 and 217 raw observations

were collected by 9 and 6 observers respectively. After being filtered and

corrected, the results are only 116 and 50 final pairs of true/false statements.

Table 3.3: The BET questions IB4010

True Mirek had not received the agenda for the meeting
False Andrei had not received the agenda for the meeting
True None has seen the Shawshank redemption
False Only two have seen the Shawshank redemption
True Denis informed the team that the first objective was to choose a

film and the second was to discuss an advertising poster
False Denis informed the team that the first objective was to choose a

film and the second was to discuss a date for the film to be shown

Table 3.4: The BET questions IS1008c

True One of the features under consideration is speech recognition.
False One of the features under consideration is fingerprint identification.
True The product is expected to last over several hundred years.
False The product is expected to last more than 5 but less than 15 years.
True Christine eliminated plastic as too brittle over time.
False Christine eliminated plastic as it would flex and damage the chips.

The fact that the questions considered as statements is one main fea-

ture that makes this system different from other question answering systems,

which normally consist of different questions like How, Why, When, etc. For

this reason, it is not necessary to apply an existing complex algorithm, which
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was widely used to deal with various type of questions in other question an-

swering systems. Therefore, our proposed algorithm is designed to try to

fit the type of the BET questions. In this case, a typical question demands

to verify information spoken by a speaker, for instance Mirek asks who has

seen Schindlers List. In this case, they have a speaker name at the be-

ginning of the sentence. According to our statistics, there are over 55% of

such questions (28/50 such questions for IS1008c and 87/116 such questions

for IB4010). This is an important remark that score of one matched word

spoken by speaker whose name is mentioned in both the transcript and the

question should be higher than other matched words.

Another feature of the questions is the similarity of two statements in a

pair. In most pairs, two statements are different from each other by only

one or two words. Therefore, at the Passage Retrieval stage of the proposed

algorithm, the probability that the two found corresponding passages coincide

is very high. In this case, the true and the false statement can be distinguished

by the similarity between each candidate statement with the corresponding

passage. In other words, passage score for each statement is compared to

determine the true statement/the false statement.
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Chapter 4

Proposed algorithm

The proposed algorithm was developed using lexical similarity algorithm com-

bined with some of existing techniques, which are n-gram matching, lexical

extensions. However, the way of computing passage scoring pays more atten-

tion to the specifications of meeting transcripts, which will be presented in

details in the following sections.

Our system proceeds in three stages: (i) In the first stage, known as

a pre-processing, the two questions and meeting transcripts are normalized

and reorganized in order to enhance the performance of the algorithm; (ii)

The second stage identifies a section of the meeting transcript which is most

likely to contain the answer (i.e. evidence deciding the true and the false

statement); and (iii) The third stage compares the two candidate statements

with respect to the identified paragraph(s), and returns the true one.

Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the 3 stages.

4.1 Pre-processing

There are two main tasks for this section. First, questions and transcript are

transformed into the same form of written text so that they can be compared

word to word later. Secondly, in order to enhance the probability of matching
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the system
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between two words, each word is extended by adding its lemma, stem and

synonyms.

The first processing is done by executing five operations as follows:

1. Removing characters as punctuation marks: comma, dot, quotation

mark, semicolon or exclamation, . . . because these characters do not

have any effects on the proposed algorithm based on lexical similarity.

2. Removing stopwords such as the, to or for that generally they add little

or no information regarding the subject matter of text [28]. This helps

to reduce cost of computing as well as to take precaution that they

muddle the signal from the more content words [29]

3. For the reason that the questions are indirect-speech statements mean-

while the meeting transcript is a direct-speech report, words that may

be changed by a transformation from direct speech to indirect speech

should be avoided from counting matched words between a question and

a passage because this leads to lexical mismatches. They are personal

pronouns (I, me, myself, you, . . . ), possessive pronouns (my, your, . . . ),

demonstrative pronouns (this, that, . . . ).

4. Converting numeric forms to text forms: 34 → thirty four, 2nd →

second, etc. . . . so that they are written in the same way, which prevents

an unnoticed matching while the algorithm is executing.

5. Converting abbreviated words into full forms: We’ve → We have, I’ll

→ I will, etc. . . . . This operation helps the system treat the text in the

same way.

All words are transformed into lower-case forms so that nouns, pronouns

and verbs have the same level of importance. That means part-of-speech will

not be contributed to assign scores to words in the Passage Retrieval stage.
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The proposed algorithm uses lexical similarity to find a relevant passage

that contains answer information (Section 4.2). Thus, a lexical extension

should be added so that the system has more than one matching possibility

between two words. Take the words production and product as an example,

they match each other because they have the same stem as produc.

Three lexical extensions are added to each word, including lemma, stem

and synonym, which are defined as follows:

• A stem or word stem is a root or roots of a word that is common to all

its inflected variants [30].

• A lemma in morphology is defined as a canonical form of a set of words

that have the same original meaning [31]. A lemma is different from

a stem in which a lemma of the verb may change when morphologi-

cally inflected, however a stem that never changes by doing a morphol-

ogy. For example, for the word modified, its lemma is modify while the

stem is modifi because we have words such as modification (given by

WordNet[32]).

• A synonym of a word is another word that they share at least one sense

in common [32].

However, it is not suitable to apply all these extensions to both questions

and the transcript. For instance, if both question words and answer words

are extended by a set of synonyms, it can cause a problem called redundant

information. In addition, it may make the result of the algorithm inaccurate if

they are considered similar because of similarity of an intermediate synonym.

For example: meeting and challenge have one synonym contest in common,

but they do not have the same meaning. For that reason, a question word is

extended by adding its lemma, meanwhile the transcript words are extended

by adding a set of synonyms. Meanwhile, stem is applied as the last operation
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on each word. This may increase the signal from words. For instance with

such a question word as the verb modified and such a transcript word as

the noun modification, there is not any matching between these words, even

after adding a lemma and a synonym. In detail, the word modified becomes

modify by a lemmatisation and modification has five synonyms alteration,

adjustment, qualifying, limiting, change (given by WordNet [33]). But after

stemming by Snowball [34], these two words will have one common form as

modifi so that they are matched.

In practice, for each word, the program runs a Stemming API of Porter,

called Snowball [34], to obtain a stem and WordNet API [33] to obtain a

lemma and a set of synonyms.

A set of synonyms is reduced to be more coherent with the original word

by using part-of-speech (PoS) tool named QTAG tagger [35], which aims at

removing synonyms that do not have the same PoS as that of the original

word. A PoS tagger is an algorithm that reads text and for each token in the

text returns the text-tokens part-of-speech, e.g. noun, verb or punctuation.

Therefore, each word will be treated, from now, as a record of many fields.

For a question word, it has three fields: original word, lemma of the word and

stem of the lemma. They are described in the Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The format

of input transcript as described in the Tables 3.1 and 3.2 helps the program

identify the speaker of any word in the transcript. Hence, a record of a

transcript word has five fields: original word, stem of word, name of speaker

name who spoke this word, set of synonyms and part-of-speech. They are

described in the Table 4.3. The name of speakers is also stemmed in order to

be compared with a question word which may be a speaker name. This field

is very important to assess a statement with respect to a specific speaker.

The fields synonyms and lemma are structured as a set of words because

they may have more than one element. For example, lemma of better has

two words good and well, synonyms of better are break, improve, amend,
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ameliorate and meliorate.

For instance, for the pair of such questions as Mirek had not received the

agenda for the meeting and Andrei had not received the agenda for the meet-

ing, after removing stop-words, they remain Mirek had not received agenda

meeting and Andrei had not received agenda meeting. Their lexical extensions

are presented as following tables:

Table 4.1: Word splitting and lexical extensions for the first
question

Position Word Lemma Stem
1 Mirek Mirek Mirek
2 had have have
3 not not not
4 received receive receiv
5 agenda agenda agenda
5 meeting meet meet

Table 4.2: Word splitting and lexical extensions for the sec-
ond question

Position Word Lemma Stem
1 Andrei Andrei Andrei
2 had have have
3 not not not
4 received receive receiv
5 agenda agenda agenda
5 meeting meet meet

An example for a snippet of transcript as below:

.....

Andrei Hi everyone.

Denis So I don’t know if you all received the the a- agenda for this meeting.

Denis Do you - no?

Mirek No, I haven’t.

....

After the processing, it remains:

.....

denis 9 not 10 know 11 if 12 you 13 all 14 received 18 agenda 21 meeting

denis 24 no

mirek 25 No 27 have 28 not

....

and it is transformed into the following table:
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Table 4.3: Word splitting and lexical extensions for transcript (see Appendix
7.1 for the explanation of PoS tags)

Position Word Stem Speaker Synonyms (stemmed) PoS

. . . . . .

9 not not deni non NOT

10 know know deni cogniz experi live acknowledg recogn . . . VB

11 if if deni CS

13 all all deni entir complet total altogeth whole . . . PDT

14 received receiv deni have get find obtain . . . VBD

18 agenda agenda deni docket schedul agendum . . . NN

21 meeting meet deni fill match ensembl contact . . . NN

24 no no deni nobelium DT

25 no no mirek nobelium DT

27 have have mirek receiv get own possess . . . HV

28 not not mirek non XNOT

. . . . . .

All of the steps above are processed in a procedure separated from the

execution of the main algorithm, which consists of passage retrieval and true-

false answer. The questions and the transcript pre-processed from this stage

are stored on hard disk so that the programme can load them into RAM

before running the main algorithm. This saves us much time experiment-

ing on different configurations of the algorithm that require a repeatition of

execution for the same input data.

4.2 Passage retrieval

The main goal of this stage is to locate a passage which is considered the

most likely to contain all the information about the answer, like evidence

that helps to discriminate the true statement from the false statement in a

pair. It also gives a numeric score indicating the similarity level between the

found passage and the question so that two complementary statements in a

pair may be compared in the subsequent stage.
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In order to find the relevant passage, the system has to compare all possi-

ble passages in the transcript. Information being compared is passage scoring,

which is a numeric value used to measure the level of similarity between a

passage and a question. This task is done by moving a search window from

one place to another over the entire transcript. If we assume that the tran-

script is a cloth stretched to be ironed, then the search window is the iron.

In the same way of using an iron, the search window passes over all possible

passages that have the same size as the search window in the transcript. All

of the passages retrieved by this way are compared in order to provide the

passages of highest score [36, 37].

As listed in the Chapter 2, there are many ways to calculate the score of a

passage with respect to the question. According to the experimental results

of Stefanie [16] with different algorithms of passage retrieval, the performance

of the algorithms is different from each other depending on input data. That

means each method is suitable for only certain cases. Moreover, existing pas-

sage retrieval algorithms use input data retrieved by a document retrieval

that returns unknown-typed documents such as a forum website, a commer-

cial website or an online newspaper, etc. Additionally, these approaches have

to analyze the type of questions such as How or When before the stage of

passage retrieval [12, 16, 38, 39]. This effects the final results of the passage

retrieval algorithm because each step may accumulate a certain error. In our

case, the type of document and the type of questions are defined before, as

described in Chapter 3. That is why we do not apply any existing complex

algorithms, but rather develop our own algorithm inspired from the basic one

presented by Light et al. [19]. The method of Light is the simplest method to

calculate a passage scoring, which is the number of matched words between

a passage and a question. Based on this method, we added some certain

extensions to the original algorithm, including n-gram matching, lemmatisa-

tion, stem, synonyms and various scores assigned to matched word. Lexical
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extensions such as lemmatisation, stem and synonyms have been presented in

the previous stage. The application of n-gram matching and different scores

are to be explained specifically in following sections [37].

As described by Light et al, the score of a passage is based on the number

of matched words. However, in our algorithm, there are three score levels

assigned to matched words. As illustrated in the table 4.3, each word from

the transcript corresponds to one speaker’s name. Therefore, if a matched

word is spoken by a speaker whose name is addressed in the question, the

score assigned to this word must be higher than other matched words.

In our experiment system, as presented in the pseudo code 4.2, different

values of score are assigned to a matched word as follows:

1. If a word from the question matches the name of the speaker in the

passage, then it receives the highest score (e.g., 4.0)

2. If a word from the question matches a word from the passage (lemmas),

and this word is spoken by a speaker mentioned in the question, then

it receives the second highest score (e.g.,2.5)

3. Otherwise, if a word from the question matches a word from the passage

(lemmas) then it receives the normal score (e.g.,1.0)

4. If a word (lemma) from the question matches one of the synonyms of a

word from the passage, then it receives a low score (e.g.,0.5)

The numeric values listed above are set by the author based on the intu-

ition about the importance of each matching, and might not be optimal for

this task. No automatic optimization (statistical learning) could have been

attempted because the amount of data is insufficient.

As mentioned above, a search window is used to seek and to calculate

all possible passages on the transcript. The size of the search window is

defined as a multiple of the question length. Meanwhile, the distance between
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two consecutive windows is known as window step and also defined as a

multiple of question length. For instance, window size is 5 × question size

and window step is 2 × question size. Thus, parameters of search window

are dynamic depending on the input question length. This method seems

suitable to retrieve relevant passages using the lexical similarity algorithm

because when the length of the question increases, the information that the

question demands is larger. As a result, it is necessary to enlarge the size of

search window.

The passage retrieval algorithm returns a list of passages at the same

highest score. Nevertheless, we would like only one passage for the next stage

of the algorithm because it is likely that only one relevant passage corresponds

to each BET question. In order to choose the most relevant passage, 2-gram

score, 3-gram score and so on until n-gram score are compared to reduce the

number of passages in the returned list, in which n is the number of question

words.

For instance, for the question Denis have seen this nice movie, two pas-

sages All of them have seen this movie and This movie is nice to see have

the same number of 1-gram matching words. The 1-gram matching words for

the first passage are have, seen, this, movie and for the second passage are

this, movie, nice, see. However, they do not have the same number of 2-gram

matching words. For the first passage, the 2-gram matching words are have

seen, seen this meanwhile there is no 2-gram matching words for the second

passage. Thus, in this case, we can conlude that the first passage is more

relevant for the question.

A k-gram score is calculated as follows: Instead of working with matched

words between a question and a passage, the program will work with matched

substrings of k words between them. If two passages have the same 1-gram

score, their 2-gram score are compared with each other to return higher-

score passages. If they have the same 2-gram score, their 3-gram score are
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compared with each other. This continues in the same way until one passage

has a higher score than others or all n-gram scores are compared with each

other, in which n is the number of words in the question. If they still have the

same n-gram score, the first passage is returned. In fact, n-gram matching

is the simpler variant of the dependency relation approach among matched

words that the matching of words in order is better.

The implementation of passage scoring calculation is described by pseudo

code 4.2 with some comments in details. The following is a list of the most

impotant features of this implementation:

- A passage is defined as a class that has 5 properties: 1) Passage score,

which indicates the similarity between this passage and the current question.

The passage score is computed as the sum of the scores for each matched

word; 2) Position of the passage in the transcript; 3) Size of the passage; 4)

Set of positions of matched words in the transcript; and 5) Distance among

matched words (density). This distance is calculated as the sum of absolute

distance between any two matched words. This task is done at the end of the

state of the passage retrieval to prepare for the True-False Answer stage.

- The order of priority is to name matching, then stem matching and lastly

synonyms matching in order to compute the highest score for the current

passage.

- The frequency of one matched word is not used to increase the score.

However, in the case of multiple matching, if one word is repeated more than

one time in both the question and the passage, the number of matched words

will be counted as the minimum number of appearance of this word in both

the question and the passage.
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Algorithm 4.1 Passage Retrieval

Require: Question //Array of word records as described in the table 4.1 or 4.2
Require: Transcript //Array of word records as described in the table 4.3
Require: WindowSize //Size of search window (in word unit)
Require: WindowStep //Distance between two consecutive windows (word unit)

1: Passage← Empty //Initiate a new passage as current passage(the passage class is defined above)
2: BestPassage← Empty //Initiate a new passage as the best retrieved passage at one moment
3: Position← 0 //Initialized position of the search window
4: while Position < Transcript.length−WindowSize do //Search for all passages to choose the best

passage
5: Passage.position← Position //Position of current passage
6: Passage.size←WindowSize //Size of current passage
7: Passage.WordList ← Transcrip[Postion ÷ Position + WindowSize] //List of word records is

extracted from the transcript[Position,Position+1,..,Position+Size of window]
8: Ngrams← 1 //Firstly, passage score is calculated using unigram matching
9: Passage.MatchedList ← getMatchedList(Passage, Question, Ngrams) //that is from the pro-

cedure 4.2
10: Passage.score ← getPassageScore(Passage, Question, Ngrams) //that is from the algorithm

4.2
11: if BestPassage.score < Passage.score then //The current passage is better
12: BestPassage← Passage //remember it as the best passage
13: else if BestPassage.score ≡ Passage.score then //If they have the same score
14: while BestPassage.score ≡ Passage.score ∧ Ngrams 6 Question.length do //Recalculate

their score using bigrams, trigrams,.. until their score is different from each other or Ngrams
is over the length of question

15: Ngram← Ngrams + 1 //Increase Ngrams by 1
16: BestPassage.score ← getPassageScore(BestPassage, Question, Ngrams) //Recalcula-

tion with new Ngrams
17: end while
18: if BestPassage.score < Passage.score then //Finally, if current passage have better score,

remember the current passage as the best passage until now
19: BestPassage← Passage
20: end if
21: end if
22: Position← Position + WindowStep //Move the search window forward
23: end while
24: Passage.distance← 0
25: for i = 0 to Passage.WordList.Length− 1 do
26: for j = i + 1 to Passage.WordList.Length do
27: Passage.distance ← Passage.distance + abs(Passage.MatchedList[i] −

Passage.MatchedList[j])
28: end for
29: end for
30: return BestPassage
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Algorithm 4.2 Passage Score Calculation

Require: Question[] 6= null //Array of word records as described in the table 4.1 or 4.2
Require: Passage.WordList[] 6= null //Array of passage word records as described in the table 4.3
Require: Ngrams > 1 //1 for unigram; 2 for bigram; 3 for trigram

1: Score← 0 //Initialization value for passage score.
2: Speaker ← Null //Name of a speaker that is mentioned in the question
3: PositionsSet← Null //Set of matched word positions
4: AvailQues[]← True //Available status of each question word to match with passage words
5: AvailPas[]← True //Available status of each passage word to match with question words
6: //Firstly, search for a speaker name that is containned in both question and passage
7: for i = 0 to Question.length do
8: Matching ← False
9: j ← 0

10: while !Matching ∧ j 6 Passage.WordList.length do
11: if Question[i].Stem ≡ Passage.WordList[j].Speaker then //If one exists
12: Score← Score + 4.0 //Then passage score increases 4.0 points
13: Speaker ← Question[i].Stem //Remember this name for step later
14: AvailQues[i]← False
15: Matching ← True
16: end if
17: j ← j + 1
18: end while
19: end for
20: //Checking for a N-grams matching
21: for i = 0 to Question.length do
22: Matching ← False
23: j ← 0
24: while !Matching ∧ j 6 Passage.WordList.length ∧AvailQues[i] ∧AvailPas[j] do
25: Matching ← True
26: for k = 0 to Ngrams do
27: if Passage[j + k].stem * Question[i + k].lemma then
28: Matching ← False
29: end if
30: end for
31: if Matching then //If one exists
32: if Speaker ≡ Passage.WordList[j].Speaker then //Speaker of matching words is men-

tioned in the question
33: Score← Score + 2.5 //Then the score increases 2.5 points
34: else
35: Score← Score + 1.0 //Other cases, the score increases 1.0 point
36: end if
37: AvailQues[i]← False //These words will be disable from next matching process
38: AvailPas[j]← False
39: PositionsSet← PositionsSet ∪ j //Save position of matching to list
40: end if
41: j ← j + 1
42: end while
43: end for
44: //Checking for a synonym matching
45: for i = 0 to Question.length do
46: for j = 0 to Passage.WordList.length do
47: if Question[i] ⊆ Passage.WordList[j].Sysnonyms ∧AvailQues[i] ∧AvailPas[j] then
48: Score← Score + 0.5
49: PositionsSet← PositionsSet ∪ j //Save position of matching to list
50: end if
51: end for
52: end for
53: return Score, List
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4.3 True-False Answer

Based on two retrieved passages corresponding to two input statements from

the previous stage, this stage will identify the true statement in a pair.

At the first sight, this system seems simpler than other question answering

systems, which must analyze the type of question, such as Who or How

before extracting answer words in retrieved passage stage as mentioned in

the Chapter 2. In our case, two questions in a pair are formed as statements

and the answer is simply true or false one bit for each question. However,

because two questions are very close with each other, this means that in most

cases they are different from each other in only one or two words. Thus, it is

not easy to distinguish one question from another, even when the retrieved

passage corresponding to the true question is correct (the retrieved passage

corresponding to the false question is always false because the information of

this statement does not exist in the transcript). An expectance is that the

passage corresponding to the false statement can help the system decide that

the statement is false due to their number of matched words are fewer.

For passages retrieved from the previous stage, we have only two cases

possibles: a passage corresponding to the true question is evaluated as incor-

rect or correct. In the first case, when both retrieved passages are incorrect,

we cannot identify the true statement by any reasonable algorithm. This is

because the database, which are the passages, used to give the answer are not

correct. In the second case, we also have two possibilities: (i) two passages

are identical; and (ii) two passages are different from each other. For the

second possibility, there is not any relation between the first question and

the second question. They are totally different. Thus, the way to answer

which question is correct is to measure independently the correctness of each

question based on their passage. Then, the question whose higher accuracy

is considered to be true. At this time, the question of how to measure them
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needs to be answered? If we use passage scoring to evaluate them, there is

not any reason why the number of matched words of the false question would

be fewer than those of the true question. So this step needs a deeper analysis

on semantic text to answer the question persuasively. We have not yet found

an effective method to assess which question is more correct.

The proposed algorithm is rather applied in the case that both the two

passages have the same position in the transcript. The possibility of this

happening is high because of the similarity of two statements in a pair as

mentioned in Chapter 3. That means the same passage retrieved for both

the true and the false candidates as well as the passage corresponding to the

true question are correct. In this case, it is more probably that the passage

score of the false statement is lower than that of the true statement. Thus,

the algorithm determines that the question whose corresponding passage has

higher score is considered to be true. Despite the simplicity of this algorithm,

experimental results are much better than random results (see section 6.2).

In detail, all scores for 1-gram matching, 2-gram matching, ..., n-gram

matching of two passages are used to assess two questions. If two passages

have the same 1-gram score with respect to their questions, their 2-gram score

will be compared, continuing in the same way until one passage has higher

score or all n-gram scores are compared. In this case, n is the number of

words from the smaller question. The way of calculating n-gram matching

has been presented in the previous section Passage Retrieval. In the case the

two passages still have the same score, the distance among matched words

from two passages will be used. The question corresponding to the passage

which has the smaller distance is considered to be a true question. If we

have not yet distinguished the true question, the number of words from two

questions is then compared with each other: one question will be considered

to be false if the number of matched words over the total number of question

words is smaller.
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Pseudo code of the algorithm is described as the Algorithm 4.3.

Algorithm 4.3 True-False Answer

Require: Passage1 //That is the best passage for question1 which is from the algorithm 4.1
Require: Passage2 //That is the best passage for question2 which is from the algorithm 4.1
Require: Question1 //Array of word records as described in the table 4.1
Require: Question2 //Array of question2 word records as described in the table 4.2

if Passage1.score > Passage2.score then //If the score of passage1 is higher than that of passage2
return 1 //The question1 is considered as one true statement

else if Passage1.score ≡ Passage2.score then //If they have the same score
if Passage1.distance < Passage2.distance then //compare their distance among matched words
as calculated in the algorithm 4.1

return 1 //The question1 is considered as one true statement
else if Passage1.distance ≡ Passage2.distance then //If they still have the same distance

Ngrams = 2
while Passage1.score ≡ Passage2.score do //Recalculate the passage scores using Ngrams
matching

Passage1.score ← getPassageScore(Passage1, Question1, Ngrams) //That is from the al-
gorithm 4.2
Passage2.score← getPassageScore(Passage2, Question2, Ngrams)
Ngrams← Ngrams + 1 //Increase Ngrams by 1

end while
if Passage1.score > Passage2.score then //If the score of passage1 is higher than the score of
passage2

return 1; //The question1 is considered as one true statement
else

if Question1.length < Question2.length then //If the length of question1 is smaller
return 1; //The question1 is considered as one true statement

end if
return 2; //The question2 is considered as one true statement

end if
end if

end if

For instance, with two questions presented in the tables 4.1 and 4.2 , the

algorithm gives the following results:

The highest passage score for the first question Mirek had not received the

agenda for the meeting is 12.5, corresponding to the retrieved passage below:

denis: So I do 9 not 10 know 11 if 12 you 13 all 14 received the the a- 18 agenda for this 21 meeting.

denis: Do you 24 - no?

mirek: 25 No I 27 have 28 not.

In this case, the score for such five matched words as not, receive, agenda,

meet and have is 1.5 while the score for speaker name matching Mirek is 4.0.

However, because the word have is spoken by Mirek and the word Mirek is

found in the question, a bonus 1.0 is added to the total score. Thus, the

total score is 12.5. Meanwhile the best passage score for the second question

Andrei had not received the agenda for the meeting is 11.5 corresponding to

the following retrieved passage:

andrei: Hi everyone.

denis: So I do 9 not 10 know 11 if 12 you 13 all 14 received the the a- 18 agenda for this 21 meeting.

denis: Do you 24 - no?

mirek: 25 No I 27 have 28 not.
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In this case, the score for five matched words have, not, receive, agenda and

meet is 1.5. Meanwhile, the score for speaker name matching Andrei is 4.0.

Then, the total score is 11.5. Consequently, the first question which has

higher passage score is considered true.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation methods

The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated based on the results

of both principal phases: Passage Retrieval and True-False Answer.

5.1 Passage Retrieval Evaluation

In the first phase, the correctness of a retrieved passage is evaluated by com-

paring it with a corresponding reference passage, which was annotated by

hand. The information of this reference passage includes the position of its

first word in the transcript and its size in words. This information corresponds

to two properties of a passage, which are defined in the section Passage Re-

trieval of the previous chapter.

For example for the question and the transcript in the table 4.1 and 4.3,

the reference passage found for this question is (25,28) so that it contains only

three words 25 No 27 have 28 not. The name of speaker who spoke these

words is always integrated as a field of word record, thus it is not necessary

to show the speaker name in the reference passage or even in the retrieved

passage.

The size of a reference passage is reduced to be as small as possible, but

this reference passage still contains the most essential words to answer the
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question. For the above example, a candidate passage may be (9,28), which

help us understand the context of the answer, but the keywords are only 25

No 27 have 28 not spoken by Mirek.

If the candidate passage and the reference passage have a non-empty in-

tersection, then the candidate passage is considered to be correct (the number

of overlapped words is fixed at one word). If the system is used to help users

locate the position of answer information, one overlapped word will be ac-

cepted as well. For the experimental system, in order to decrease the number

of non-empty intersections by accident between a reference and a candidate

passage, the size of the retrieved passage is reduced at the same length to re-

gion which contains matched words instead of the size of the search window.

This is because the size of search window is sometime very large (10 times of

question length for instance) so that the reference passage has more chance

to belong to the found passage, but the actual matched words may have no

words in common with the reference passage. That means the system does

not well find the relevant passage. That is why, for above example, with the

first question, the size of the search window is 60 words that is 10 × number

of question words. But the size of the found passage is 19 instead of 60 as the

size of the window. The reason is that the position of the passage is defined

as the position of the first matched word in the transcript whereas the size is

defined as the distance between the first matched word and the last matched

word. In this case, the position of the first matched word and of the last

matched word are respectively 9 and 28.

5.2 True-false Question Answering Evaluation

In order to evaluate the true/false answers returned by the system, the true

question and the false question in a pair must be identified by hand before

in the input database. Therefore, a question, which is considered to be true
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by the system, is simply evaluated by being compared with the true question

identified by hand. For instance, in the database, the first question in a pair

is known as true. Thus, if the system returns 1 as an answer, this answer is

correct. On the contrary, if the system returns 2 as an answer, this answer is

incorrect.

5.3 Cross-Validation method

The Cross-Validation method [40] is applied to give the average of the best

scores for the proposed algorithm. This method is suitable in the case that

we do not have enough data to test. Hence, it proposes one way of computing

as follows: it hides a part of the data as unknown data being tested in the

future. First, the algorithm builds the best configuration for the known data.

After that, it uses the hidden data to test the built configuration. The data

used to train the system is called training data and the hidden data used to

test the system is called test data.

Algorithm 5.1 Calculate average score based on Cross-Validation method

Score = 0
for each TrainingData from 1 to 5 do //There are 5 pairs (Training, Test)

for each WindowSize from 1 x QuestionSize to 13 x QuestionSize do
for each WindowStep from 1 x QuestionSize to WindowSize do

Find relevant passage over Training Data by the algorithm 4.1
Save passage P max whose score is highest until now

end for
end for
Score = Score + P.Score

end for

return
Score

5

In our case, a configuration is a pair of parameters of a search window:

the size of the window and the step of the window. These parameters have

been mentioned in the section on passage retrieval. According to the Cross-

Validation method, the set of questions are partitioned into 5 subsets of ques-
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tions, in which four subsets of questions are used as training data and the

remainning subset is used as test data. This task is iterated five times so that

each subset will be used as test data one time. The final result is the average

result from test data after running the algorithm five times in this way. For

the variation of results, the standard deviation is also calculated using the

formula 5.1.

Standard Deviation =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 (5.1)

In this case, N = 5 corresponds to five test data from Cross-Validation ,

x̄ and is the average value of five test data results and xi is the value of each

result among five results of test data.

For each iteration, the system returns a pair of search window parameters

that are considered to be the most suitable for training data, in which the

values tested for both search window parameters are from 1 × question size to

10 × question size. A pair of parameters helps the system obtain the highest

score obtained from working with training data; then this pair will be tested

on the test data. The result obtainned on test data is used to estimate the

average score obtained by the algorithm.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Results

The goal of this chapter is to discuss the experimental results obtained by the

proposed algorithm using the evaluation methods presented in Chapter 5, as

well as the results obtainned from intermediate steps such as Pre-Processing

and Parameter Optimisation.

The input data used for the experiments are the two meeting transcripts,

IB4010 and IS1008c, and the BET questions for these meetings as described

in Chapter 3. In addition to the experimental data, automated transcripts

generated by the Automatic Speech Recognition, namely ASR transcripts

and some automatic summaries based on ASR transcripts are also used.

Because that two meetings may have different length as well as different

number of the corresponding BET questions, we analyzed the results for each

meeting separately.

6.1 Data Processing

First of all, we present the results of the pre-processing stage, two input ques-

tions and input transcript are processed by removing unuseful information as

punctuation marks, stopwords and being transformed into a standard form

to enhance the performance of lexical similarity algorithm as described in the
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Section 4.1.

After removing the stopwords (see Appendix for the full list of stopwords),

the length of IB4010 is 4872 words compared to 9488 words in the original

transcript. After the same processing, the length of IS1008c is 2059 words

compared to 4000 words in the original transcript. This means that nearly

half of the total number of words are removed. This is effective to double

the algorithm speed when the algorithm searches for relevant passages in the

transcripts.

For the questions, after the pre-processing, the average length of the ques-

tions is 8 words compared to 12 words in original questions. Reducing the

length of the questions also plays an important role in speeding up the algo-

rithm, because it is used as the base unit to define the size of the parameters

for a search window (recall the definition of a search window in the section

4.2).

6.2 System Performance

This section shows the results of the algorithm for both meetings, IB4010 and

IS1008c, using the evaluation methods presented in the Chapter 5.

The experimental results show the performance of both principal phases of

the algorithm, Passage Retrieval and True-False Answer. The contribution

of each technique in the algorithm such as n-gram matching and speaker-

directed scores assigned to matched words is also demonstrated by showing

obtainned scores for each technique separately.

In order to show the effectiveness of the algorithm, the scores obtained

by guessing the answers randomly are also calculated and will be compared

with the results obtained by the algorithm. The random scores for true-

false answers are 50% because there are only two values True or False for an

answer. The random scores for passage retrieval are calculated as follows:
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With a defined search window and input data, we can compute the to-

tal of different passages in the transcript based on the transcript size, the

search window size and the search window step. The search window moves

on through the transcript from one place to another. At one time, the posi-

tion of the window defines a passage that has the same position and the same

size as the window. Thus, the number of window movements is the total

number of passages. The distance of two consecutive positions of the search

window movement is defined as the step of the search window. Consequently,

the total passages are calculated as in the Equation 6.1.

Total Passages = [(transcript size−window size)/window step]+1 (6.1)

If a candidate passage and a corresponding reference passage overlap each

other by one word, the candidate passage is considered to be true and if

the average of reference passage is estimated as 10 words, we have a total

number of correct passages for one question as 10 × (window size / window

step). Therefore, a random score is calculated by dividing the number of

correct passages by the total number of different passages. In the section 6.1,

we have the average of the question size is 8 words, the length of transcript

IB4010 is 4872 and the length of transcript IS1008c. From these numbers,

calculated random score for IB4010 is 1.65% and for IS1008c is 3.9%.

The method of Cross-Validation is used to calculate the average of scores

as described in the pseudo codes 5.1.

The results of the two processing stages of the automatic BET question

answering algorithm are given in the Table 6.1, for three variants of the al-

gorithm: using the only unigram matching when computing the similarity

score (and no weighting of speaker-specific words), then with N-gram match-

ing, and finally with the additional weighting of matched words spoken by a

speaker contained in question, as explained in the Chapter 4.2.
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Passage retrieval provides excellent results compared with the chances of

randomly locating the correct passage, with scores of 0.55 ± 0.14 for IB4010

and 0.62 ± 0.16 for IS1008c (obtained by 5-fold cross validation) compared

with 1.65% and 3.9% respectively for the random score values. The automatic

system is of course much faster than humans+browsers, at less than 1s per

question.

When these results are combined with the question discrimination, the

performance increases only slightly. The expected score should be an average

of the score on the questions for which the passage was correctly identified

(55% and 62%) with a 50% chance for the questions on which the passage was

incorrectly identified, so about (55+22=77)% for IB4010 and (62+19=81)%

for IS1008c.

The fact that the actual scores are lower (though above chances) shows

that the algorithm needs some improvements for this stage.

Table 6.1: Performance of the algorithm over two meetings

Condition Passage Retrieval True-False Answer
IB4010 IS1008c IB4010 IS1008c

Acc. Stdev Acc. Stdev Acc. Stdev Acc. Stdev
Random 0.017 n/a 0.039 n/a 0.50 n/a 0.50 n/a
Unigram matching 0.27 0.15 0.54 0.21 0.37 0.14 0.36 0.21
N-gram matching 0.32 0.15 0.50 0.19 0.43 0.17 0.42 0.11
N-gram + speaker 0.55 0.14 0.62 0.16 0.57 0.06 0.64 0.18

The standard deviation is calculated from results obtained by the Cross-

Validation method using the formula 5.1.

One remark here is that the true-false answer stage used the results of the

passage retrieval stage as input data. If the results of the first stage are not

good, the second stage can not give the nice results. That is why, according

to the table 6.1 the results of the 1-gram matching or n-gram matching are

even worse than the random results for the true-false answers.
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Our proposed algorithm, based on the algorithm of lexical similarity using

n-gram matching and speaker-directed scores assigned to matched words in

the passage retrieval [37], demonstrates the effectiveness of these techniques

by the results showed at the last row of the table 6.1. Despite the simplicity of

the second phase of the algorithm, its final scores are still significantly above

random scores.

6.3 Experiments with ASR transcripts

In this section, the performance of the system will be evaluated on ASR tran-

scripts that are generated by an automatic speech recognition. In this case,

two ASR transcripts are generated by using the M4 recognition system devel-

oped by Karafiat et al [10]. We will evaluate the obtained results using the

ASR transcripts by comparing them with those using the manual transcripts.

According to the report of Karafiat, the quality of these transcripts is

not very good. Logically, scores obtainned over the ASR transcripts should

be worse than those over the manual transcripts. The experimental results

obtainned by our algorithm using the ASR transcripts as described in the

table 6.2. First, the remaining number of words in the ASR transcripts are

not changed much compared with those of the manual transcripts. Second,

although the rate of correct answers over the ASR transcripts decreases as

expected, the reduction is only about 8% compared with the manual tran-

scripts for both phases of the algorithm. This may be explained by the fact

that when the word error rate of the ASR transcripts affects the overall text

of the transcripts so that the score of all passages reduces together. The al-

gorithm always chooses the passage of highest score for its answer, thus the

accuracy is not much changed. That means the algorithm works robustly

when using the ASR transcripts. This is a promising result for building a full

automatic assistant tool over ASR meeting transcrips.
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For IB4010, passage retrieval accuracy drops to 0.46 ± 0.13 (from 0.55

± 0.14) and true-false question accuracy drops to 0.52 ± 0.09 (from 0.57 ±

0.06). For IS1008c, the passage retrieval drops to 0.60 ± 0.33 (from 0.62 ±

0.16) and the true-false question drops to 0.56 ± 0.19 (from 0.64 ± 0.18).

The two following tables present the results in detail. The method of

5-fold Cross-Validation as described in the Section 5.3 is applied to get the

average results over two ASR transcripts. The standard deviations are also

calculated according to the formula 5.1.

Table 6.2: Experimental results for ASR transcripts

IB4010 transcript IS1008c transcript
Manual ASR Manual ASR

Original length 9488 9393 4000 3927
Processed length 4872 4624 2059 1957
Passage retrieval 55%±14% 46%±13% 62%±16% 60%±34%
True-false answer 57%±6% 52%±9% 64%±18% 56%±19%

6.4 Summarization Results

A meeting transcript summary is a transcript that is shorter than the original,

but on which still contains the main information of the meeting.

In this section, the system is tested on summaries of two meeting tran-

scripts, IB4010 and IS1008c, based on ASR transcripts, named ASR sum-

maries. There are two purposes for this test. First, it aims to measure the

quality of an ASR summary by its scores when it is used to replace the original

transcript. Second, it helps to evaluate the robustness of proposed algorithm,

which should give a number of correct answers that decreases little by little

when the length of summaries reduces, because some important information

is lost during the processing of the ASR.

To evaluate the obtained results, for each ASR summary, we generate

a corresponding random summary in order to compare scores of the ASR
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summaries with those of the random summaries. This helps us to evaluate

indirectly the summarization method as well. If the summarization algorithm

is good, the score schema of its summaries must be different from that of the

random summaries. A random summary is created by repeating the elimina-

tion of a transcript word randomly until this summary has the same length

of the ASR summary. In order to increase the precision of the results over

random summaries, for each known summary length, we create 100 random

summaries and calculate their average scores.

The ASR summaries used in these experiments were created by an auto-

matic summarization system presented by Gabriel Murray and Steve Renals

[41] using term-weights. Within these, each dialogue act is ranked by a score

of importance level, namely ranking score. Based on these ranking scores, we

create different summaries by eliminating utterances whose ranking score is

less than a defined threshold.

In reality, we define 10 different thresholds. The obtained results are dis-

played on two tables 6.3 and 6.4 for IS1008c and IB4010 respectively. In these

tables, the first column is the percentage of summary length compared with

the length of the original transcript. The second column is the threshold,

which is used to create a corresponding summary by eliminating all of the ut-

terances whose score is less than this threshold in the transcript. The scores

were assigned to each utterance in the transcript by an automatic summariza-

tion. When the threshold is zero in the first row, the results are presented for

the original transcript. The four remaining columns are percentages of correct

passages and true-false answers for ASR summaries and random summaries,

respectively.

The experimental results lead to the following conclusions:

• The number of correct passages for ASR summaries decreases linearly

and more quickly than random summaries do when the number of ut-
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terances removed from the summaries increases. The graph of summary

lengths and the number of correct passages for ASR summaries have

the same bias (ie, they are parallel with each other). This shows that

eliminated utterances for ASR summaries contain important informa-

tion. It is contrary to the rule of an automatic summarizer that has

to firstly remove utterances whose information is less important. The

random summaries are even better than the ASR summaries according

to the results of the correct passages. As for evaluating of the algorithm

performance, our algorithm works stably, in that the number of correct

passages decreases linearly for both type of summaries.

• For true-false answers, both type of summaries have the same behaviour.

The number of true-false answers decreases logically at first. After that

it does not decrease but it tends to be a random result. That means the

proportion of the correct answers is always around 50%, meanwhile we

know that the probability of a correct true-false answer by chance is also

50%. This is explained by a fact that true-false answers were answered

by the algorithm based on a comparison between two similarity levels,

which are obtained by considering each question and its corresponding

passage retrieved from the phase Passage Retrieval of the algorithm. At

first, decreasing the transcript size affects both true and false question

in a pair, the score of corresponding passages decreases gradually so

that the number of correct answers decreases. However, after that,

when the important information related to the questions was removed

from the transcript due to the automatic summarization, there were

not enough facts to distinguish one question from another or in other

words, returned answer tends to be random. This indicates that the

results from the phase True-false Answer are not suitable for aiming to

measuring the quality of a summary.
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Consequently, in this case, the way to eliminate dialogue acts in order

to generate a ASR summary did not work very well because it eliminated

some important utterances that are necessary to answer the BET questions.

In fact, the automatic summarization used to produce the ASR summaries

is still experimental and has not seen fully verified. So, the results are only

used to evaluate the stability of our system: its performance for the passage

retrieval stage is stable over all the summaries. Thus, it is probaly promising

to use this way to measure the quality of a summary.

Table 6.3: Results for IS1008c summaries

%Original Length ASR Summaries Random Summaries
rank score %cpassage %canswer %cpassage %canswer

100 ≥ 0.00 68 64 68 64
85 ≥ 0.05 62 62 60 60
74 ≥ 0.10 56 54 58 60
64 ≥ 0.15 52 52 54 58
57 ≥ 0.20 50 48 50 56
54 ≥ 0.25 46 48 50 56
52 ≥ 0.30 38 46 50 54
49 ≥ 0.35 36 46 50 56
45 ≥ 0.40 28 48 48 52
41 ≥ 0.45 24 46 46 52
38 ≥ 0.50 24 46 46 50

(Original length of ASR transcript is 1957 words. The first column presents the percentage of
summary length compared with the original transcript after removing phrases whose score is less
than rank score. The second column presents the rank score. The other columns present the
percentage of correct answers for passage retrieval and true-false answer.)

Table 6.4: Results for IB4010 summaries

%Original Length ASR Summaries Random Summaries
rank score %cpassage %canswer %cpassage %canswer

100 ≥ 0.00 45 62 45 62
85 ≥ 0.05 34 51 44 59
74 ≥ 0.10 26 55 38 56
65 ≥ 0.15 21 52 37 56
58 ≥ 0.20 21 54 37 56
54 ≥ 0.25 20 52 36 56
51 ≥ 0.30 17 53 36 54
47 ≥ 0.35 17 53 36 55
44 ≥ 0.40 16 52 33 54
40 ≥ 0.45 14 50 35 52
36 ≥ 0.50 15 51 33 52

(Original length of ASR transcript is 4624 words. The first column presents the percentage of
summary length compared with the original transcript after removing utterances whose score is
less than rank score. The second column presents the rank score. The other columns present the
percentage of correct answers for passage retrieval and true-false answer.)
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6.5 Parameter Optimization

The task of the parameter optimisation is to find the values for the parameters

of the algorithm which are best fit for each transcript, IB4010 and IS1008c.

The parameters are the search window size and the search window step. These

parameters are measured as a proportion of the size of input question.

In order to achieve this, we used the 5-fold cross-validation method as

presented in the previous chapter to build a statistic table. This table consists

of columns and rows which present the values of the window step and the

values of the window size respectively. For instance, for position (2,5), the step

of search window is 2 × the input question size and the size is 5 × the input

question size. In this table, each position (row,column) of the table presents

the number of partitions as training data of the Cross-Validation method

that obtains maximal scores using the value of parameters corresponding to

the row and column of this position. For instance, the first partition obtains

maximal scores at (2,3), (2,5) and the second partition obtains maximal score

at (2,4), (2,5) and the other partitions obtain maximal scores at other pairs of

parameters, then the value of the position (2,5) on the table is 2 corresponding

to two partitions. That means when the search window size is 2 and the

search window is 5, there are two partitions over all five partitions obtaining

the maximal scores. The maximal scores are the maximal number of true

passages retrieved by the algorithm in the first phase. For this experiment,

we only use the first phase Passage Retrieval because it is the most essential

one of the proposed algorithm.

The following tables present the results obtained for IB4010 and IS1008c

in detail:
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Table 6.5: Parameter Optimization for IB4010

HHH
HHHHSize

Step
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 1 1

9 4 3

10 4 2 5 *

11 3 2 5

12 1

13 1 2 1

* This position is chosen

Table 6.6: Parameter Optimization for IS1008c

H
HHH

HHHSize

Step
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1

2 1

3 1 1 1

4 4 * 1 1 1

5 1 1

6 2 2 3 1 2 1

7 1 3 2 1

8 2

9 3 1 1 1 1 1

10 2 1 1 1 1 1

11 1 1 1 1 1

12 5 3 3 2 4 3 1 1

13 1 2 3 3 1 1 1

* This position is chosen

According to the way of building the above table, parameters are consid-

ered good if they help as many training data as possible obtain the maximal

scores. Therefore, we will choose parameters at a position whose value is the
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largest in the table as the relevant parameters. As we can see in the table,

for IB4010 there are two maximal values at (10,3) and (11,3) and for IS1008c

the value of position (12,1) is the largest. These values of parameters are

considered to help the algorithm obtain the best scores on the training data.

However, it is evident that the more the size of a search window increases, the

higher probability that a passage becomes correct. When the size of search

window is equal to that of the transcript, then it certainly contains the infor-

mation of the question, so the returned passage (i.e. the whole meeting) is

always correct. In this task, we want to find parameters that help program

obtain the maximal number of correct passages but the actual objective of

the passage retrieval is also to decrease the search space. For this reason, we

should choose the smallest size of the search window that is suitable for most

partitions. That is why in the table of IS1008c, the position (4,1) is chosen.

This means that the size of the search window is 4 times the question size

and the step of the search window is 1 time the question size, and as a result,

they are the best fit for the BET questions and the transcript IS1008c. In

the table for IB4010, the pair of parameters (10,3) has the best value, con-

sequently the size of search window is 10 and the step of search window is

3 and finally they are chosen as the best fit for the BET questions and the

transcript IB4010.

The chosen parameters will be refered in the next section.

6.6 Comparison with BET scores obtained by

human subjects

The main goal of this comparison is to discover whether automatic machines

and human subjects have the same difficulties in answering the BET ques-

tions. By analyzing the scores obtained by the system and by humans, we
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can also identify in which case this system is useful to help humans answer

the BET questions.

The BET scores used for this comparison are results from BET for the

TQB interface [3] known as Transcript-based Query and Browsing Inter-

face. TQB is a meeting browser tool for searching and browsing multi-modal

recordings of group meetings. The BET method is used to evaluate the per-

formance of human subjects using this meeting browser over two meetings,

IB4010 and IS1008c.

According to the BET method, human subjects that had not worked

with TQB before were tested by answering the BET questions using TQB.

They were 28 students at the University of Geneva, mainly from the School

of Translation and Interpreting. Half of the subjects started with IB4010

and continued with IS1008c, and the other half did the reverse order, thus

allowing for differentiated results depending on whether a meeting was seen

first or second. That means when subjects worked on the first meeting, they

were trained with the TQB interface, so that they answer BET questions

were expected to better on the second meeting. And, indeed, the average

of precision is higher for the second meeting. In this experiment, both BET

scores of the first meeting and the second meeting are used to compare with

the results obtained by the system. However, the only first 8 BET questions

for each meeting are used for this comparison, in which we are only interested

in two pieces of information from the BET scores: the average answering time

and the precision of each answer.

In order to set up the configuration of the system, the parameters of the

search window are used from the previous section Parameter Optimisation.

The two pairs (10,3) and (4,1) for two meetings, IB4010 and IS1008c re-

spectively, will be used. That means the size of search window is 10 × the

question size and the search window step is 3 × the question size for IB4010.

The search window size and the search window step is calculated similarly
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for IS1008c.

The BET scores obtained by human subjects and scores obtained by the

system are shown in detail in two tables 6.7 and 6.8. In each table, for the

scores obtained by human subjects, the symbols Precis1 and avg time1 are

the average precision and the average time in seconds as the first meeting,

Precis2 and avg time2 are the average precision and the average time in

seconds as the second meeting. For scores obtained by the system, #cpassage

and #canswer are the number of correct passages and the number of correct

true-false answers correspondingly. However, the number of answers for each

question is only one. time in seconds is the time for answering one question.

Table 6.7: Comparison with BET scores by human subjects
for IB4010

curQuid Humans System
Precis1 avg time1 Precis2 avg time2 #cpassage #canswer #time

1 0.93 303.14 0.71 143 0 0 24
2 0.93 105.36 1.00 66.14 1 1 22
3 0.71 118.14 1.00 89.21 1 1 40
4 0.86 207.5 0.86 206.43 1 1 32
5 1.00 64.71 0.93 37 0 1 16
6 0.93 57.79 1.00 53.21 1 1 17
7 0.93 60.93 0.71 52 1 1 24
8 0.71 129.5 0.79 85.29 1 1 19

0.88 130.88 0.88 91.54 0.75 0.88 24.25

According to the BET for TQB [3], average precision to answer all BET

questions for IB4010 is 0.85 ± 0.05 and 0.70 ± 0.10 for IS1008c. For hu-

man subjects, we can divide the BET questions into two groups: easy and

difficult. A BET question belongs to the easy group if average precision of

its answers as first meeting or second meeting is more than 0.85 for IB4010

and 0.70 for IS1008c, otherwise it belongs to the difficult group. Meanwhile,

for the system, the easy group includes all questions that their number of

correct passage or number of correct true-false answer is 1. This helps us

have a standard to compare the BET scores obtained by humans with scores

obtainned by the system.

We first examine the results for IB4010. According to the above conven-

tion, for human subjects there is only one difficult question (question number
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8), while there are two difficult questions for the system (questions number 1

and 5). In fact, all of these questions are deductive questions that require deep

comprehension rather than a search of lexical similarities. For the question

number 1, the true and the false statement in this pair are The group decided

to show The Big Lebowski and The group decided to show Saving Private

Ryan respectively. This question requires reading all of the transcript before

answering the question. That is why the system could not identify the correct

passage using a small search window that does not cover all the information

of the transcript as it requires for this type of question. Consequently, the

true-false answer is determined by chance (false in this case). The question

number 5 also requires a deduction to distinguish the true statement No one

had seen Goodfellas from the false statement Everyone had seen Goodfellas.

In the meeting, when all meeting participants said No for the question Have

you seen Goodfellas?, it is easy for human subjects to understand the answer

of the participants. However, this is really a difficult task for an automatic

system. The system identified the incorrect passage. Consequently, its true-

false answer is determined by chance, which is true in this case. Question

number 8, whose the true and the false statements are Agnes eliminates Pulp

Fiction as she dislikes Quentin Tarantino and Agnes eliminates Pulp Fiction

as it is too violent is also a deductive question because it is not easy to match

the question I dislike Quentin with the text I am not a huge fan of Quentin

Tarantino. However, the system gave the true answer for this question while

it was difficult for human subjects. This is because the keyword Quentin

appears only one time in the transcript and the system based on this word,

but did not base on the meaning of the essential phrase to identify the correct

passage.

For IS1008c, as defined above for easy and difficult questions, there are

two difficult questions for human subjects. They are questions numbered

5 and 8. For the system, it answered incorrectly four questions that are
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Table 6.8: Comparison with BET scores by human subjects
for IS1008c

curQuid Humans System
Precis1 avg time1 Precis2 avg time2 #cpassage #canswer #time

1 0.86 410 0.93 127.36 1 1 13
2 0.67 298.58 0.86 129.5 1 1 45
3 0.82 78.09 0.93 67.5 1 1 15
4 0.89 80.22 0.93 103.93 1 1 16
5 0.63 66.38 0.69 63.92 1 0 20
6 0.67 44 0.73 62.18 0 0 10
7 1.00 24 0.82 48 1 0 11
8 0.67 66 0.64 93.55 0 1 11

0.77 133.41 0.81 86.99 0.75 0.63 17.63

questions numbered 5, 6, 7 and 8, in which the questions numbered 5, 6

and 8 are deductive questions. For question numbered 5 whose the true

statement is Agnes express her opinion that ..., the correct passage should be

Agnes: I think ... . Two different expressions for the same meaning make it

difficult to understand for both human subjects and the automatic system.

With regard to question number 6, whose the true statement is Agnes notes

some reasons to not have a display and the false statement is Agnes tries to

persuade the group they should have a display, Agnes showed a list of reasons

in the transcript but there is few matched words between the question string

and the answer string. This is similar with question number 8, which has

the true statement and the false statement are Market research suggests the

remote has to be new and different. and Market research suggests the remote

has to be comfortable and familiar. respectively. However, the true-false

answer for question number 8 is correct by chance. Question number 7 is not

difficult. It has the true statement and the false statement are Ed commented

that they had a product but that cost was going to be a potential problem and

Ed commented that they had a product and that cost was not going to be a

problem respectively. For this question the system gave the correct passage

but the incorrect true-false answer. That means true-false answers by the

system are not as stable as correct passage answering.

In conclusion, although both human subjects and the system encounter

difficulties answering deductive questions, they are more difficult for the au-
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tomatic system. For IB4010, there are 3 deductive questions and the auto-

matic system incorrectly answered 2 out of 3 questions, while at the same

time, the human subjects have difficulty only answering 1 out of the 3 ques-

tions. For IS1008c, there are also 3 deductive questions. The system gave

the wrong answers for all three questions, meanwhile the human subjects had

difficulty answering two questions. In fact, deductive questions are equiva-

lent to How and Why questions that are difficult for all question answering

systems [42, 43].

According to the experimental results, the results obtained by the passage

retrieval are more logical than the results obtained by true-false answer. That

means the system should be developed to help humans answer BET-typed

questions by identifying relevant passage instead of giving the final answers.

In other words, it is a useful tool for locating the answer, but not necessary

for answering questions directly [37].
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and future works

The performance of the automatic true-false question answering system is

quite below that of humans using existing browsers. However, the scores of

the passage retrieval stage are a lot better than random scores, are obtained

in a very short time (less than 1s per question).

The human subjects answer questions that require a deduction or a re-

flexion better than the system does, but the system gives out the answers

much more quickly. Thus, the automatic system should support consultative

information for a question given by users rather than return the answer in a

fully autonomous way.

In conclusion, this project opens a new starting point to develop a fully-

automatic question-answering system for meeting browsers. The lexical simi-

lary methodology may not be able to solve this affair completely. Nevetheless,

it is an open problem and which needs further researches.

Future works

The results of the passage retrieval propose a promising assistant tool for

meeting browsers. This automatic tool integrated into a meeting browser

could help users locate relevant information in a short period of time so that
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they can save time to find out the answer to a question.

This is the first attempt at building an automatic meeting browser follow-

ing to question answering approach. Thus, this system can be developed by

adding an answer extraction stage after the passage retrieval stage in order

to extract a short phrase that expresses the answer instead of giving a true

or false answer. However, this requires more significant research on semantic

analysis of texts and dialogues.
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Appendix

7.1 Results for Cross-Validation

Figure 7.1: Using 5-fold Cross-Validation for parameter op-
timisation for IB4010
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Figure 7.2: Using 5-fold Cross-Validation for parameter op-
timisation for IS1008c

The two above figures show the detailed results for the section Parameter

Optimization over the two meetings, IB4010 and IS1008c. Following the

Cross-Validation method, the set of questions is divided into 5 partitions

and the results from each partition are described in the figures. There are 6

tables for each meeting in which 5 tables contain the results for 5 partitions

respectively and the last table contains the collected results from 5 partitions.

The row and the column of each table are the step and the size of the search

window respectively. In the 5 tables for the results of partitions, the value

of each cell is the average number of correct passages for the question subset

with the parameters corresponding to the row and the column. Meanwhile,

in the last table, the value of each cell is the number of the highest values

from 5 partitions overlapped for the same parameters.
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7.2 List of stopwords

The stopwords that were removed from the transcripts and the questions are

listed as below:

i, a, about, above, an, are, as, at, am, and, be, been, being, but, by, do, does,

done, did, for, he, her, hers, herself, his, him, himself, how, in, is, it, its, itself,

me, my, mine, myself, nor, of, on, or, our, ours, ourself, ourselves, so, she, that,

the, they, them, their, theirs, these, themself, themselves, this, those, to, uh, um,

up, us, really, very, was, were, we, well, will, with, what, when, where, which, who,

whom, whose, why, yet, you, your, yours, yourself, yourselves.
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7.3 Part-of-speech tags

Table 7.1: POS tags used by the QTAG tagger

POS description POS description
BE be PN pronoun, indefinite
BEDR were POS possessive particle
BEDZ was PP pronoun, personal
BEG being PP$ pronoun, possessive
BEM am PPX pronoun, reflexive
BEN been RB adverb, general
BER are RBR adverb, comparative
BEZ is RBS adverb, superlative
CC conjunction, coordinating PP adverbial particle
CD number, cardinal SYM symbol or formula
CS conjunction, subordinating TO infinitive marker
DO do UH interjection
DOD did VB verb, base
DOG doing VBD verb, past tense
DON done VBG verb, -ing
DOZ does VBN verb, past participle
DT determiner, general WBZ verb, -s
EX existential there WDT det, wh-
FW foreign word WP pronoun,
HV have WP$ pronoun, possessive
HVD had WRB adv, wh-
HVG having XNOT negative marker
HVN had ! exclamation mark
HVZ has ’ quotation mark
IN preposition ’ apostrophe
JJ adjective, general ( parenthesis begin
JJR adjective, comparative ) parenthesis end
JJS adjective, superlative , comma
MD modal auxiliary - dash
NN noun, common singular . point
NNS noun, common plural ... ...
NP noun, proper singular : colon
NPS noun, proper plural ; semi-colon
OD number, ordinal ? question mark
PDT determiner, pre- ??? undefined
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